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Zheng Gu was an important poet of the late Tang Dynasty. He was born in 
Tangxuanzong’s days, and died in the end of Tang Dynasty. He lived through four 
emperor’s days. It was said that the poems of Zheng Gu was very popular in the late of 
Tang Dynasty by Ou Yangxiu’s <POEMS’COMMENT OF SIX ONE >. So, his poems 
was one of the represents of the end of Tang Dynasty. Nowadays, his poems had 
remained more than three hundred in <THE VOLUME OF YUN TAI>. At the 
beginning of the Song Dynasty , < THE ESSENCE OF THE LITERATURE > collected 
about 147 of his poems, which was much more than the other poets of Tang Dynasty. 
This thesis departs into four chapters. 
Chapter one: It research the affiliations between Zheng Gu and his friends and 
relatives. 
Chapter two: It discriminates the different stage of Zheng Gu’s poems. It divined into 
four periods: Chang an period ; Exile period ; Official period ; Seclusion period. 
Chapter three: It analyses the mentality of Zheng Gu by his life. 
Chapter four: It discriminates the elegent FENGSAO ideal of Zheng Gu by the 
background of Tang Dynasty. 
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第一章  郑谷交游考略 
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